Top Facts for Buying PSC:

QS6000 Plus™

1. Great Triggered Scanner Performance At An Affordable Price
   - High first-pass read rate
   - Best speed-to-read in its class

2. Hardened For Tough Environments
   - Features anti-shock mounts that absorb 1500G’s
   - Integrated rubber-like shield cushions the scanner at common points of impact

3. Lightweight, Ergonomic Design
   - Maximum scanning comfort and productivity
   - Easily retrieved from counter top for quick scanning

4. Features The Unicable
   - Hundreds of cable options
   - Same cables as the QS1000™ and PowerScan™

5. Optional EAS Antenna
   - Simultaneous scanning and security tag deactivation
   - Installed at the factory or as a field upgrade kit
   - Checkpoint® IV, V, VII compatible

QS6000 Plus Accessories

Also available for the QS6000 Plus:
Programming Guide – P/N: R44-1540
Programming Guide, Universal Wedge – P/N: R44-2021
Power Supply (US) – P/N: 4004-0705

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Contact your PSC Representative or visit us at our web site: www.pscnet.com
The QuickScan® 6000 Plus is the premium member of the QuickScan® family of bar code scanners. QuickScan® 6000 Plus is PSC's highest performance, economically priced handheld scanner. The QS6000 Plus meets the needs of:

- Retailers
- Offices
- Health Care
- Light Industrial
- In-Store Receiving

PSC's QS6000 Plus™ is clearly superior to the competition:

**Metrologic Voyager**
The QS6000 Plus has:
- Triggered, gun-type form
- Fast speed-to-read
- Better depth-of-field
- Greater interface connectivity

**Symbol Hotshot™**
The QS6000 Plus has:
- Fast speed-to-read
- Better depth-of-field
- Greater interface connectivity
- Brighter laser, for bright light conditions

**Symbol Spark™**
The QS6000 Plus has:
- Greater interface connectivity
- Greater depth-of-field
- Reads more symbologies

**ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS FROM PSC:**

- PowerScan™
- QS1000™
- Duet

**Checklist:**
- [ ] Scanner
- [ ] I/F Cable
- [ ] Power Supply
- [ ] EAS Option
- [ ] Accessory
- [ ] Programming Guide